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Introduction

Throughout the world there has been a focus DU reducing the impact of the car because
of its negative impacts in terms of pollution (both air and noise), congestion and
associated time losses, the severance caused by the road network, decreasing levels of
fitness among the population and so on

In the Urtited States, Clean Air legislation and the Intermodal Smface Transport
Efficiency Act (ISTEA) have combined to focus artention on the link between motor
vehicle use and air quality. In the OK, the Royal Commission on Environmental
Pollution (1994) suggested that transport "has become possibly the greatest
environmental threat facing the OK and one of the gr·eatest obstacles to achieving
sustainable development" For this and other reasons the OK Parliament passed the
Road Traffic Reduction Act this year (1998). In Australia, as in other countries, the cost
of congestion is now widely discussed

A variety of solution approaches have been formulated and are being implemented to
varying degrees to address these issues. These include:

Cl technological improvements to the car to reduce emissions,
Cl construction of new infrastructure to reduce congestion or provide public transport

or other alternatives to the private car, and
o other measures, excluding provision of major infrastructIue, which aim to modify

travel decisions These are commonly called demand management or mobility
management measures

There is a wide range of policy instrmnents that govermneuts can apply to encourage
traffic reduction and modify travel behaviour The paper focuses ou the last of these
approaches - demand or mobility management - which can be characterised (ECOMM,
1998) as aiming to influence individual travel behaviour while:

o being voluntary in nature, using incentives rather than coercion to influence
behaviour

o relying on the use of information and marketing, better management practices and
small scale investment in local areas

Cl involving site owners and companies as key new players in the process of change,

and
o working in partnership with private and public sector organisations with an interest

in transport issues,

Although the approach described in this paper broadly falls into 'mobility' or 'demand'
management category, we would argue that the strength of travel blending which is not
seen in all other approaches is that it seeks to retain accessibility to all activities and to
place the choice ofmethod of reducing the impact of the car ou each individual
maker

This is done by nsing a personalised approach:

o measmement of cUrrent travel behaviour and
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o presenting this in a simplified way to the individual

o together with personalised tips fm making Simple, incremental change and then
o giving people a change to implement changes and measure again

Achieving Behavioural Change

to reduce the use of the car through urban and social change (as opposed to
legislative and pricing measures) have primarily taken the form of "travel awareness"
cmnp:.igns, pioneered in the UK The pmgraJnmes aim to encourage people to reduce

use by Calnpaigns in which brochures, leaflets and other materials are provided to
people of the problem (too mnch congestion, too mnch pollution etc.) andsUl~ge:st solutions (eg Car sharing, work at home etc.)

common sense and the Psychological literature would agree that a change in
altitu<le frequently occurs before behavioural change and that attitude change Cannot

without ''knowledge'' or "information", many of these prograrumes have made
attempt to step beyond the "raising awm·eness" phase, In addition, there is very

data on the degree to which behaviour' has changed, ifat all

differences along what might be considered as a continuum flum awareness to
attitude change to behavioural change are highlighted in the follOWing eXalnple In a
IlU1(lom telephone survey of 1000 households in the Greater Sydney region (SYdney,
N,:wcastle and Wollongong in Australia), 89% ofrespondents expressed concern or at

some concern for air pollution in the region (G61lner, 1995). However, in contrast,
59% said they take action to reduce cm' use because of the envirumnent This

higWiirhts the challenge ofgetting people to move frum awareness ofa problem towardsin behaviour

approach described here is based on the philosophy that people need more than
being "made aware" of problems by an exterual medium,. In addition they need:

to under.stand the issues so that they can make changes themselves _changes
which suit their OWn lives

eed1ess to say, an approach with these alnbitions is continually being modified and
proved as we lemn flum participants how this understanding can be achieved, and

t type ofchanges are readily possible This paper, therefore:

describes the travel blending approach as it is currently being applied;

gives an indication of the level ofchange which is being achieVed; and
ptrts the travel blending approach into a plaJnIing context

~ Travel Blending Programme

~Concept

)'el blending was initially developed as part of Clean Air, 2000, an innovative
paign to clean SYdney's air before the Olympic Galnes, for and with the motming

'sation, NRMA, in Sydney, Australia (Gollner, 1996) It is the terminology used to
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desctibe a way for individuals to reduce the use of the car which involves (Rose and
Ampt, 1996), (Ampt, 1997):

1) thinking about activities and travel in advance (i.e.. in what order can activities be
done, who should do them, where should they be done etc) and then

2) blending modes (i e sometimes car, sometimes walk, sometimes public transport
etc ), or

3) blending activities (Le.. doing as many things as possible in the same place, or on the
same journey), or

4) blending over time (ie. making small sustainable cbanges over time on a weekly or
fortnightly basis)

The four components are interwoven to form the travel blending philosophy Blending
modes is, of course, nothing new in itself Most travel demand management schemes
begin by thinking of a shift to other modes But the emphasis here is on 'blending'
Blending does not mean changing from being a car driver to a public transport user or
walker or cyclist, but rather it means making sensible choices about journeys for which
the car will remain appropriate (sometimes the only option in the short term), and those
for which other modes are possible. We have found that, on the one hand, this approach
takes the threat out of change, at the same time giving individuals the chance to make
small achievements immediately

The first tenet - that of thinking about activities - is, in some respects, the key to the
whole concept It makes possible the idea of blending activities and provides
participants with the ability to understand the principles of the approach - for application
in the longer term, well past the supervised stages of the initial travel blending kits
described below Finally, the fourth component of travel blending, in addition to
encouraging small changes, also lets participants begin to think about long-term changes
which could be possible - taking car use into consideration when choosing the location
of a new day-to-day activity (sport's centre or hairdresser), a new housing location or a

school for a child

In addition to these five key components, the context and the way in which travel
blending is introduced to participants is important

An overall reasonfor reducing the use oj the car
Studies of behaviour suggest that behavioural change is most likely if people are
presented with a goal consistent with their belief or value system, or which is likely to

make positive changes to their life

In the initial travel blending study in Sydney the overall aim of the study was very clear
to the government, the client, and to most people in Sydney where high air pollution
levels are causing visible smog in both summer and winter In the Adelaide study (Steer
Davies Gleave, 1996) the travel blending project was preceded by an in-depth study to
gain an understanding of whether people in Adelaide were 'ready for or receptive to

changing (reducing) their car use'

While many ofus were slightly cynical, the study clearly found that there were, in fact,
many reasons that people in Adelaide would welcome such a scheme but the most
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important seemed to focus On the high value placed On retaining the current standards in
Adelaide, particularly in relation to quality oflife: Adelaide is a greatplace to live, let's
keep it that way - me your car less /1 and/or Reduce car travel to imprrJve the quality ojyour life,!

An achievable goal

Within this context, an approach which has behavioural change as an objective for both
the short term and long term, needs to focus on achievable change Achievable shouldmean:

o that Some change is possible for everyone in the short term;

o that these changes can be bUilt into a person's life-style, i e without negativechanges to their lives;

that all people can seePOssibilities/of other changes over the long to medium term ..
again without negative life-style impacts; and

o that all ofthese changes are Su.stainable over the long term

measurable goal

The goal, of COUIse, must not only be achievable, but individuals need to be able to
their achievement, even if it is small. In some aspects of life this is readily

observable (e..g the amount of paper in the recycle pile) or measurable (e.g weight
in"aS1lrement in a weight reduction prograrmne). It is generally not as straightforward

Car use, since reducing the impact of the Car' is not simply measurable by observing
odometer reading, and even ifit was, only about halfof all car users are drivers

blending uses personalised feedback as the medium for personal measurement
information on behaviour is, in itself, insufficient to bring about change Experieuce

the travel blending programme has shown that the customised tips are the component
the prograrmne which is singularly most read and appreciated by participants in the

Furth"mIOre, recent research in Which people were given factual feedback about car Use
without customised information on the way they may make changes

sU~:ges,ts that people feel threatened by awareness without recourse to change Ofmost
is the fact that there was a marked tendency for people with positive attitudes to

use reduction before the scheme to change their attitudes (using cars is not all that
When they felt unable to change their behaviour (Iertoolen et al, 1998)

UnderstandlnJ!. the Principle,s

the ttansmission of the knOWledge of achievable changes needs to be done in
(cOnjunction with transmission of the knOWledge of the principles underlying the
f"',onrm,en'lati;ons, so that these changes can be built on and future changes can be madeIIld'ep',ndent ofexternal advice.

Changes into Life-Style

final important component of the travel blending philosophy is that of introducing
change in the context of that person's life. This is critical because the goal of
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reducing the impact of the car can be achieved in a multiplicity of ways, many of them
dependent on life-cycle and life-style.. The travel blending programme is always
encouraged fm all members of the household simultaneously fm two reasons. The [lIst
is to ensure that intra-household interdependencie,s can be used to their fullest - people
sharing rides, one person doing an activity for another The second is to exploit the
mutual reinforcement which can be offered by other people sharing similar goals

Furthermore, recent applications of the programme have suggested that reinforcement
from sour·ces external to the household is also very impmtant in providing both these
types of support. For this reason travel blending is now being encouraged for groups of
people working m playing together (together with their households). Examples of this
are work-mates, school classes, interest groups, and so on. In addition, participating in
the programme as part of an out-of-home group seems to encourage people to discuss
the reasons behind their new behaviours, and to talk about their attempts at behavioural
changes, leading to a domino effect among non-participants

The Method
The travel blending method as it has been developed to date, therefore, gives
participants four key things:

• /mowledge oftheir current travel behaviour in terms of time spent travelling by all
modes, distance travelled as a car driver, level ofpollution generated as a car driver;

and
• customised tips on ways in which they might make both shmt and long term changes

to their travel;
• a short term yard stick to see the ways in which their initial efforts to change are

acting, and
• an ongoing measuring tool to help reinforce and maintain the behaviour

A fundamental component of the travel blending programme is, therefore, a series of
diaries which ar·e completed by m for (in the case of young children) each member of
the participating household These diaries provide
• the knowledge oftheir current travel activity - for making it 'tangible' fm the

participants in the programme (Rose and Ampt, 1996), and

• a basis for giving quantitative and qualitative 'feedback' to participants about ways in
which they may be able to make changes.

Dimies to Measure Travel Activity
The diaries are designed to obtain sufficient information to prepare the customised
feedback while being easy to use by participants They are, therefore, less detailed
survey instruments than in traditional one day self-completion travel surveys
(Richardson, Ampt and Meyburg, 1995). The travel diary records infmmation for each
trip stage including the start and end times, the odometer readings (when the person is
driving a vehicle), the mode used and the destination/purpose.

There are two types of diaries - one fm people with a driver's licence which includes
space fm odometer'readings, and a slightly simpler version for people without a licence
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which does not require recording of the distance travelled_ At the moment distance is notre<:'onled for car passengers

The diaries are completed over a one week (seven day) period This is in contrast to the
n",iOl:it\i of travel surveys which collect data for only a single survey day Covering the

week is considered to be critical in this case because travel blending relies on
mc,dil'yir,g travel activity over time, for example, going by public transport one day per

rather than driVing In addition, weekend travel is very different from weekday
and people may find their capacity to practice travel blending is different at thewe"ker,d than through the week

Despite this, it was perceived as extr-emely important to ensure a high 'internal' or
'item' response rate to minimise undeneporting in the seven day diary and there are

aspects ofthe method which are designed to provide an inbuilt reminder system

travel diaries ar-e designed to be kept in a 'diary holder ' (cardboard box) which can
kept on the refrigerator (using attached magnets) or stood on a deskltablelcounter top

diaries ar-e designed to display each person's name and the day of the diary they are
co:mplebing When placed in the diary holder the names of everyone in the household,

the diary day that they are completing, is visible_ Thus, for example, a glance at the
would show that Tom and Jnlia have completed their- Wednesday diary but Greg has

completed his diary for Tuesday This serves as an inbuilt reminder system with peer
]In'SSllre within the household encoUlaging everyone to complete their- diaries_

travel blending programme involves four 'kits' and a total of nine stages The
JlUlrpose and Contents ofeach are outlined below

Gathering background information

outset, base information is gained from participating households and includes
and age of all household members, licence holding and mObility levels of each
bicycle and car ownership of the household, and details of household cars,

inclUding engine size, age, and number ofseats_ These details ar-e used for the feedback_
and tips In addition, household size information is collected for non-Willing

JlaJrticipants to allow calculation ofoverall behavioural change for the population

data seems to be most succeSSfully collected by a 'co-ordinator' from each of the
n-household bases (eg work groups) This person has served as the link, in terms of

distribUting and collecting kits as well as being a key motivational factor in each group

tage 2 Kit I_ Getting Started

elUded in the first kit is a letter of introduction from a prominent person _ in Adelaide
!pe Head of the Department of Transport and the Minister of Transport Also included

two information bOoklets_ The 'Why' booklet explains the link to the problem (air
Pollution, Congestion or quality of life) and vehicle Use and describes why there is a

for action The 'How' bOOklet outlines the range ofpotential SOlutions, noting the
of goverument, industry and the individual. It introduces the concept of travel
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blending and indicates that the first step for a person to change travel patterns is to
understand the amount oftravel they currently undertake

The kit also includes a one week travel diary for each member of the household.. Also
included is a diary holder box which serves as a depository for the diaries and an inbuilt
reminder system In addition, a set of 'Count your Kilometres' stickers are included 
designed to be placed on the steering wheel of household vehicles to remind drivers to

complete odometer records

Stage 3 Completion ofdiaries
Participating households complete the diaries over seven days and return them for

processing

Stage 4 Preparation offeedback
The data is then entered into a database and an automatic feedback generation system
(based on an expert system method) is used to prepare the customised feedback sheets
comprising facts and tips as described below

Stage .5. Kit 2· Help Make a Difference
This kit contains customised feedback from the travel diaries Feedback is presented on
a sheet headed "Did you know these things about your household's travelT There is
one feedback sheet for the household, and one each for each household members
including children and babies ("Some information and tips for John ") The facts are
described fust _ details of the total number of ttips, trips by mode and total time spent
travelling.. For each vehicle the total kilomettes travelled is summarised along with the
number of engine cold starts and an indication of the emissions produced (in terms of
kilograms of carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen).

The feedback begins by highlighting positive steps which people ar·e already taking, for

example;
We noticed there are some things you are doing which already help to reduce
pollution and congestion:
• P% of your trips were walk trips Ihese trips cause no pollution in Adelaide!

Well done!

The feedhack then inclodes ideas for ways of reducing vehicle use In some cases these

are general;
Peter, if you are the person who looks after the car that you are driving then try and
make sure that you tune the engine regularly and keep the tyres inflated to their
recommended level

but in many cases detailed suggestions are made For example, trip chaining is

recognised and encouraged in the following way;

We noticed that on Friday you drove from home to drop a child at school at Modhury
and then on to work at Walkley Heights all in one journey, This is sometimes called
Trip Chaining and it already reduces pollution compared to driving to each of those
places on separate car trips, From your diary there were 5 journeys where you were

trip chaining
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And short car trips are discouraged

We noticed that on Saturday you made 5 short car driver trips to and from home
Could you have done Some of the activities on the same trip, Or got someone else todo some at them while they were out?

Two other examples illustrate the type of feedback suggestions made to participants
The first is in the case that the peIBon goes to work at times of day When there is a bus
service, and does not make stops On the way to or from work, and the second is the case
where that person owns a bicycle and has no mobility problems

Could you sometimes use pUblic transport for your ,journey to and from Work? For
example, on Tuesday you travelled to work in the car and did not use the car all day
at work Maybe you could try it out? We have provided free ticket and a bOOklet
'Using the bus - Michael' which tells you all about using tbe bus for this trip andother trips in your area,,,

It you are not carrYing heavy items and if you are not travelling with anyone else,
could you sometimes ride your bike for shon trips Such as the one on Saturday from
home to the gym? It Can be quicker than you think and it is also healthy

inclUded in Kit 2 is a bOoklet titled "Thinking about your travel". This brochure is
de,;igJled to encourage households to think about their travel uSing the details provided

the travel feedback sheets.. It also inclUded 'tips' to help people practice travelblendmg to help reduce motor vehicle emissions

a goal card is provided This allows either the household as a Whole, or
inGlividu:us, to record their travel blending goals This card has a maglletic strip on the

so that it can be placed on the front of the refrigerator

Changing behaviour

l'3l'ticipa!ting households are given about four weeks to practice travel blending and thenar'e sent the next kit

Kit 3 Are you on brick?

PlU'po:,e of this kit is to meaSlUe the impact of travel blending on the household's
activity This kit includes another set of travel diaries. The household again

cbrnpJlet"s these over a seven day period and retruns them for analysis 10 encourage a
response rate, a booklet titled, "Track yOlU travel 2" explained the inlportance of~OlIlpl"tingthis second set of diaries.

Completion of second set ofdiaries

hou"'hold completes these over a seven day period and retruns them for analysis
analysis, the household is then sent the final kit

Kit 4 Continuing to Make a Difference

kit includes the SUImu:ary of travel activity from the second set of diaries and
an.ilYsis of the changes in travel between the first and second sets of travel diaries

comparative summary identifies changes in the total time spent travelling and
of trips by mode for the household as a Whole and also for each indiVidual
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within the household Changes in motor vehicle use are reported in terms of the change
in total kilometres travelled and changes in the number of cold starts as well as th:

changes in emissions

In addition participants are given further tips. For example, people may have used the
car less, but not been aware that there was more environmental impact in using a larger
car rather than a smaller one

Kit 4 also includes a log book so that people can continue to monitor the odometers of
their vehicles once a week This has been shown in Adelaide to be particulaI1y valuable
for households which have very varied travel each week In these cases the diaries
sometimes do not do justice to people's very positive attempts to reduce car use - while
an ongoing monitor is ideal for highlighting downward trends which are not necessarily

a smooth curve

Achievement of Change

Changes in Opinions and Attitudes
Interviews with individuals and households after people have received the second round
of feedback suggest that there is unanimous agreement that the travel blending package
resulted in increased awareness of the use of the car and its associated environmental
consequences for people of all ages. The feedback - the facts together with the
customised tips .. was given as the major reason for this. In most households,
feedback also fostered discussions between household members about their ongoing

travel behaviour·.

• At one extreme, for one individual who did not reduce her car travel, she said that "f
started valuing my trips in the car" This respondent came to appreciate the role the
car played "as an important tool to communicate" and for the access it provided for

speciality shopping and leisure activities

• Another respondent said ~'I used to consider convenience and cost when
travel decisions, now 1 consider three things: convenience, cost and environment"

Reported Behavioural Changes
Respondents also provided concrete examples of behavioural change which they
attributed to having been involved in the travel blending programme Some

were intuitive:
Many respondents reported significant increases in 'trip chaining' - thinking before
they travelled made it easy! In one case a participant had done this by simply using a
shopping list before leaving home
One respondent used to drive to the station every day. In response to a specific
suggestion made in the feedback sheet, he now catches the bus one day per week This
results in a 12 km reduction in distance travelled and the elimination of 2 cold starts
per week He )leeds to get up slightly earlier on that morning, and he chooses a day
when he does not go to University after work Most important, this respondent
indicated that this was a sustainable long term change in behaviour
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• the size of the reduction in car use - between 21% and 26% for participants, and
between 11 % and 19% for the population as a whole, lhis is particularly significant
since the sample chosen to approach people to participate was completely random',

• the fact that the most significant decrease was for time spent travelling in cars
(including driver and passenger) travel; and

• the importance of a greater reduction in trips than kilometr'es

Ihe results support the qualitative feedback which suggested that the most important
way in which people in Adelaide could blend was the simplest - thinking before they
travelled The predominant resnlt was an increase in 'trip chaining' - ,till u,ing the car,
but u,ing it more efficiently from a policy point of view this has the implication that is
also the cheapest option,

The Longevity of Change
Although the resnlts show a high degree of change over the 2 month period, any atrempt
to implement the method at a broader scale, clearly needs to include an assessment of
longer term effects Do people continue to use the car less? Do they revert to the old,
higher levels or use, or do they simply 'regress' slightly after the initial enthusiasm is

over?
These issues were addressed in a follow-up study carried out in November, 1997 about 6
months after the initial travel blending scheme As noted earlier, people in households
who had participated in the scheme were asked to fill in a Kilometre Monitor for the
months after the program and the assessment of these log books together with some
depth interviews with some households formed the basis of this evaluation

Although the sample size was relatively small (21 households) the results showed that,
contrary to expectation, there was a surprising further reduction in car kilometres by
travel blending participants ofjust over 5%

The depth interviews reported the following reasons for these results:

Cl People could not implement some of the feedback suggestions in the change period
of 4-5 weeks built into the program either because of the need to plan or because of
the inertia of current behaviour- '1 took a while to get round to it'

Cl People developed other time-saving measures themselves which also reduced the

use of the car

Cl Some changes occurred at other changes in life-style or cycle, eg change of school,

job, home location or other activities

Cl Time savings was the most often quoted reason for the sustainability and

continnation ofchange,

Next Steps
The pilot study rep~rted here was considered extremely encouraging, but five key issues
emerged from it, each of which is being addressed in an ongoing study which began Il1

April,1998
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rhe five issues were

the way in which the travel blending process could be extended to the broadelcommunity~,

the need to continue to monitor behavioUl OVel the longel telm, to check for a)
longevity ofchanges, and b) trends which might be masked by ShoIl term variabilityin travel behaviour;

the need to know more about the travelpattems, particularly car Use, ojpeople Who
nfused to take part in the programme to discover Whether these people are using the
car more, less or the same as people Who take part If they ar'e travelling more, the
methodology may need to make more attempt to include them, while if they make
less, their non-participation will make less impact;

the need to gain a better understanding ojreaetions to the programme; and
the extent to which the increase in non-response with the second diary could bereduced

of these is discussed in more detail below

Ex;parlsion into the Community

Dt,selninati,m Channels

fust step is to determine the best strategies Or routes for travel blending to become
aC,:epted at a wide scale in the community IOdate we had tested the use of an
~1ll;P1o'yee based sample, but schools ar'e Considered likely to be extr'eme1y important

the points of view of 1) peer"group pressure, 2) the fact that childmn will be the
citizens and Custodians of the enVironment, and 3) bearing in mind the important

that children play in influencing adult behaviour, The current test includes 70
and staff(and their households) from a middle school in Norwood-Morialta 1n

!(jdlltlon, three private Scctor orgartisations are being inclUded in the current study to see
approach via a private orgartisation has any significant differences Or needs thanaplJro.ach via public sector orgartisations

Or Domino Effect

to Which travel blending is a tool for everyone in the COmmunity or simply a
catalyst for extending a philosophy into the community is also an important

This is important to answer the challenge _ "so 200 households or 700
Q.Ollsellol,is can change, but how does that help the situation in Adelaide with its"V,VIJI/T households?"

it Would seem important that as many people as possible are exposed to the actual
~perien,ce of the travel blending programme, it would clearly be desirable that a future

it provides a catalyst is also described For this reason it is important that there
of the extent to which people Who work and live along side of 'blenders' take on':Pttiloso~lhYand behaviour of the blenders themselves

obiiectivp of the osmosis test has been to see if households Or people Who did not

in the travel blending program actuaUy reduce their car use if they came into
with households Or people Who did

of the osmosis test was as follows:
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Cl Choose two private firms of similar type (in terms of personnel and life-style type)
and in similar geographic areas;

Cl In one firm, randomly choose two similar groups of people (households) - one is
offered to take part in the travel blending program, the other group is given vehicle
log books only

Cl In the other firm, no-one is asked to participate in travel blending, but a matched
group of households is given log books only

Better Monitoring ofLong- Term Behaviour

To monitor longer term behaviour households who had taken part in the previous study
(1997) were given a vehicle log book to observe changes since that time,

In addition, lOO households in 1 ransport SA who ar'e not travel blending have been
given log books to check that there is no significant difference between participants and
non-participants,

Better Monitoring ofNon-Participants

Furthermore, it is vital to have knowledge of those people who do not take part as well
as those who do since it could be hypothesised that people who travel a lot may refuse to
take part either

Cl because they realise the larger amount of effort involved, or
Cl because they feel that the car-orientation in their lives may be threatened
In the Adelaide pilot study, we assumed that refusals travelled at the average level of all
people who took part in round 1. It would, however, be more reliable to have a more
accurate fignre for this estimate

Therefore, those households refusing to take part in the program have been given a

vehicle log book

Better Understanding ofthe Reactions INeeds of Participants

In the previous studies it was noted that people divide into three rough groups in their
reactions to the progranune:

Cl those who are pre-disposed to change,
Cl those who need a lot of assistance in understanding/changing, and
Cl those who are resistant in different ways?

In order to understand these groups better, and in particular to discover whether there
may be simple ways to identify them at the outset and to approach them in slightly
different ways, This has been done using the following steps:
Cl 70 participants in the study have completed a self-assessment questionnaire to assesS

their 'level ofacceptance ofthe concept';
o these proticipants have been categorised into 'receptive~, 'need assistance 'and

'resistant' categories as appropriate;
Cl in-depth discussions will take place with 4 people in each category to understand

methods which may be helpful in promotiug a better response from their poiut of

view,
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Figure 2: Ihree Methods to Approach the Reduction of Car Use - A System for Change

Figure l:Ihr'ee Methods to Approach the Reduction of Car Use - Historical Ordering

The awareness campaigns make much more sense when presented in a context where
people are already thinking about changing their own behaviour Furthermore - and
relevant to both local authorities and small businesses contemplating regulatory change 
'regulation' becomes much easier to understand, and is likely to be met with much less

resistance,,.-----_.
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